Introduction
"Metal-organic frameworks or networks" (MOFs) or "metalorganic coordination polymers" are compounds based on the coordinative interaction of metal ions or clusters with charged or neutral organic ligands. [1] [2] [3] Depending on the metal, its oxidation state and coordination number, and depending on the ligand functionality and flexibility, a large panel of geometries can be obtained. The metal ions or clusters, acting as nodes, can be linked via the ligands into one-(1D), 4 two-(2D) 5 or three-dimensional (3D) arrays. 6 In addition to the metal ion connectivity and the ligand functionality, it was shown that the choice of anions, 7 solvents, 8 and synthetic and crystallization parameters such as temperature and pressure 9 plays important roles in the formation of the final structure. Among all metal ions, the silver ion Ag + is considered to have the lowest coordination number of two. It can therefore be considered as an ideal candidate to form 1D-coordination polymers with approximately linear, bifunctional donor ligands. Indeed, numerous examples of chain-like structures have been reported, mainly involving N-donor ligands. They include pyrazine 10 and its derivatives, 11 4,4′-bipyridine 12 and longer bridged bipyridyl ligands. 13 Based on its soft character, the silver ion has a quite flexible coordination sphere, and it is possible to obtain several different coordination geometries with the same metal ion and ligand. Those systems are interesting for studying the reaction conditions under which diverse different topologies can be obtained, and to study in particular the cases of polymorphism in crystal engineering.
14 Silver ions are furthermore interesting targets for the construction of coordination compounds due to the different properties of this metal ion. Light stability 15 and antimicrobial properties 16 are important driving forces for silver-based research. Such new compounds may indeed have great potential for applications in medicine. 17 The Fromm group has a long-standing expertise in the generation of silver-based coordination polymers and has shown that such compounds are useful as antimicrobial coatings for implants. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Our most basic ligand employed for the construction of silver coordination polymers is based on the flexible ethylene glycol, to which, at each end, a moiety of isonicotinic acid is fused (L1i, Scheme 1). The advantage of Scheme 1 Ligand families Lxi and Lxn, x = 1, 2, 3, ….
this kind of ligand lies in its straightforward synthesis, its flexibility as well as its biocompatibility as it is all formed of non-toxic moieties. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] These ligands can be further made in large quantities due to affordable starting materials. For our studies, this ligand has been tuned in two ways: (i) the ligand length by variation of the central polyethylene oxide unit, and (ii) the position of the N-donor atom in the pyridyl unit (either 3-or 4-position), choosing either isonicotinic or nicotinic acid as a starting compound in the synthesis of the ligands. Depending on the oligomer of polyethyleneglycol as a spacer, and on the position of the N-atoms, we have established a nomenclature for our ligands (Scheme 1).
For L1i, L1n, L2i and L3i, we have already reported a series of silver coordination compounds, which form chains, metallacycles, and helices or double-helices. 24 Working with neutral ligands, we have also shown the influence of counterions and solvents during the production of these silver coordination compounds, showing that polymorphs, 22, 26, 27, 29 pseudo-polymorphs (or solvates), 26, 29 or isomers [25] [26] [27] can be obtained. We now report on the solid state structures of the new ligands, further coordination compounds of the L3 and L4 with silver salts, and their possible use in medicine.
Results and discussion
The used ligands are described with their acronym in Table 1 . The synthesis of the ligands L3i, L3n, L4i and L4n is usually carried out, reacting the corresponding di-alcohol with the desired acid chlorides in a ratio of 1 : 2, always obtaining good yields.
In the following, the results of coordination of these four ligands to silver salts will be classified as a function of ligand type.
Ligand L3i and its coordination compounds with silver salts
The ligand L3i crystallizes from a THF solution in the triclinic space group P1 (No. 2). The asymmetric unit contains half of the ligand, as an inversion centre is located in the geometrical middle of the C9-C9#1 bond. The ligand adopts a Z-like shape, with the triethylene moiety almost perpendicular to the plane formed by both aromatic rings (about 17 Å between Natoms) . Both N-atoms are pointing to opposite directions (Fig. 1) . Torsion angles around O-C-C-O are ca. 76°and 180°.
Reaction of L3i with AgNO 3 in a 1 : 1 ratio leads to a stairlike chain motif of [{Ag(L3i)NO 3 }(H 2 O) 2 ], 1 (triclinic, P1). Each silver ion is coordinated nearly linearly (N1-Ag1-N2 ca. 175°) by N-atoms of two different ligands, with Ag1-N1 of 2.178(4) Å, Ag1-N2 of 2.175(4) Å (Fig. 2) . The metal ion coordination is completed by a weakly coordinating nitrate anion (Ag1-O9 2.980(4) Å). Opposite to the nitrate anion (angle N1-Ag1-O2 91.19°), two O-atoms of the ethoxy part of a ligand belonging to a neighbouring chain bind with Ag1-O2 2.849(4) Å and Ag1-O3 2.944(4) Å. The coordination geometry around the silver ion can thus be described as a distorted trigonal bipyramid (distances >3 Å neglected).
The ⋯L3i-Ag-L3i-Ag⋯-chains run parallel along the (111)-direction, but are offset to each other by ca. 8 Å (Fig. 2) , due to O2 and O3 of the polyether moiety of L3i of one chain coordinating to a silver atom of a neighbouring chain. Two water molecules O10 and O11 form H-bonds to the nitrate anions While the formula indicates simply a loss of solvent versus 1, the structure is however very different from the parallel chains in 1. Indeed, compound 2 forms a doublehelical motif and cannot be obtained by heating of 1.
The single crystals of 2 (medium quality, triclinic, P1 (No. 2)) contain a ligand, a silver cation coordinated by a nitrate counterion and a water molecule per asymmetric unit. The crystallographic data allow us to obtain a partial determination of the structure. Two ligand molecules coordinate a cation via the N-atoms with Ag1-N1 and Ag1-N2 of ca. 2.2 Å. The nitrate anion coordinates in a monodentate way to the silver cation with a distance of ca. 3.0 Å (Ag1-O8). The distorted coordination geometry of the metal ion is completed by the polyether O-atoms of a second chain, leading now to a double-helical motif with distances of Ag1-O3#2 and Ag1-O4#2 of ca. 2.9 Å, and torsion angles of O2-C7-C8-O3 (ca. 60°), O3-C9-C10-O4 (ca. 61°) and O4-C11-C12-O5 (ca. −78°). Double helices of 2 are aligned parallel to each other with alternating chirality. Ag-Ag distances of ca. 9.2 Å are observed between helices with the same chirality and of 7.7 Å between two closest silver ions for helices with opposite chirality. Weak π-π interactions are present between aromatic rings of different chains within the helical motif. Other supramolecular interactions like H-bonds exist between the nitrate ion and hydrogen atoms of the nearby pyridine ring (both coordinating to the same silver cation) (C18-H18⋯O8 ca. 2.7 Å). The helices linked by H-bonds form 2D-sheets in the crystalline array, while water molecules occupy the empty space in between (Fig. 3) .
Using AgO 3 SCF 3 as starting material, the water-free compound, [Ag(L3i)O 3 SCF 3 ], 3 is obtained (monoclinic, P2 1 /c (No. 14)). It can be described by a repetitive motif of one silver coordinated linearly (ca. 178°) by two half ligands via the N-atoms with Ag-N1 of 2.159(10) Å and Ag-N2 of 2.144(10) Å, forming an infinite helical chain with a pitch of ca. 17.86 Å (distance Ag1-Ag1′, Fig. 4 ). As in 2, two chains wrap around each other, forming a double-helical motif with Ag-O-distances to O3 and O4 greater than 3 Å. The triflate anion binds via O7 to the metal ion at ca. 2.71 Å, yielding a trigonal bipyramidal environment around the silver ion. Thus, the triflate anion in 3 binds stronger to the metal ion than the nitrate anion in 2. This is compensated by longer Ag-O distances to the polyether O-atoms in 3 compared to 2.
Comparing compounds 2 and 3, a very similar space filling motif is found. Whereas the triflate anion of 3 is quite large compared to a nitrate anion, the latter, together with the H-bonded water molecule, occupies about the same space as the triflate anion. Both anions act as coordinating anions in the first coordination sphere of the metal ion. We therefore suspect that this is the reason why both compounds can adopt the same structure. Two water molecules in addition to the nitrate would have been too large, and, as shown in compound 1, they then form an H-bonded motif with the nitrate anions and a different structural motif.
Examples have already been published how the counterion, due to its multiple coordination and H-bonding abilities, can play a decisive role in the crystal packing. 27 It can act as a bridge between metal cations, 27 or it can approach and connect structural motifs that otherwise would be independent. 25 The CF 3 SO 3 − ion belongs to the anion type that can act in a polydentate or monodentate fashion. In 3, the oxygen atom (O7) of the CF 3 SO 3 − anion not only coordinates to the metal cation, but is also involved in H-bonding with H1 and H14 (C1-H1⋯O7, 2.68 Å and C14-H14⋯O7, 2.49 Å). Further H-bonds are formed between the carbonyl group and H2 of the pyridine group of a closest neighbour (C2-H2⋯O1, 2.56 Å), and between O8 of the anion and another C17-H17 at 2.46 Å. At last one F-atom also coordinates to an H-atom of a nearby lateral chain (C9A-H9A⋯F1, 2.91 Å). Using a formally less coordinating anion such as PF 6 − , we were intrigued by the possible formation of new structural motifs deviating from the -helical or not -1D motif. Indeed, compound [Ag(L3i)PF 6 ] 2 , 4, is obtained (triclinic, P1 (No. 2)) , of which the formula already indicates a molecular motif. Indeed, a metallacyclic entity is obtained with two silver ions and two ligands forming a ring-like molecular unit, while two PF 6 -anions are weakly coordinating to the silver ions -one above, the other below the mean ring plane (Fig. 5) . The dimensions of the metallacycle are ca. 6.8 Å across, measured from Ag1 to Ag1′, and ca. 18.1 Å in length (measured from C9 to C9′). The N-atoms N1 and N2′ of two different L3i-molecules coordinate to the metal ion at 2.14(2) Å and 2.19(2) Å, respectively. The N1-Ag1-N2′ angle of 161.9(9)°is inclined in the direction of the triethylene glycol moiety of an offset neighbouring ring, indicating a stronger interaction with O3 of the latter (Ag1-O3 ca. 2.84 Å) rather than with the anion (F1-Ag1 of ca. 3.68 Å). The counterion has thus, if any, an extremely weak contact to the metal cation.
The pyridine rings coordinating to the same metal ion are twisted by ca. 11.6°. While the carbonyl group O6-C13 remains coplanar to the neighbouring aromatic ring containing N2, the other carbonyl O-atom O1 coordinates to the Ag-ion of an adjacent metallacycle (O1-Ag1 2.936 Å). This ester group O1-C6-O2 is twisted against the plane of the aromatic ring containing N1 by ca. 22.8°. With O1, O3 and O4, the silver ion reaches again a trigonal bipyramidal coordination.
Two different kinds of H-bonds are present in the structure. The O-atoms of the lateral chain coordinate to H-atoms of the pyridine (C1-H1⋯O3, ca. 2.59 Å), thus bringing adjacent metallacycles closer together. More interestingly, the O-atom of the carbonyl group O1 of a first ring and the H-atoms of the ethylene moiety of a third ring form H-bonds passing through the cavity formed by a second metallacycle and join separated metallacycles that otherwise would not be in contact (Fig. 6 ). Other weak interactions like π-π interactions (Fig. 5 ) are present and sustain the crystalline array. The PF 6 -anions form weak hydrogen bonds with H-atoms of the surrounding metallacycles, acting like cement in the crystalline motif.
Compared to the 1D-structures, the ligand clearly adopts a different conformation. Indeed, two torsion angles O2-C7-C8-O3 (ca. −77°) and O3-C9-C10-O4 (ca. −63°) are similar to 2, while a third torsion angle with the same sign O4-C11-C12-O5 (ca. −70°) turns the molecule to the metallacycle formation and prevents the stretching of the ligand L3i to form a helical array like in 2.
In the following, we investigated the effect of the position of the N-atom within the pyridine moiety of the ligand on the structural motifs and used thus nicotinic acid instead of isonicotinic acid to prepare the ligand.
Ligand L3n
We have shown previously for shorter ligands L1 and L2 that the position of the N-atom in the pyridine ring plays an important role in the formation of the final compounds. 24 We therefore formally shifted the position of the N-atom in L3i to the 3-position to obtain ligand L3n.
The reaction of L3n with AgNO 3 yields the compound [Ag-(L3n)NO 3 ], 5 (monoclinic, P2 1 /c (No. 14)) . Two ligands L3n bind to the metal ion via N1 and N2 with identical Ag-N distance of 2.182(4) Å, and an N1-Ag-N2 angle of ca. 162°. L3n adopts a U-shape conformation with almost parallel pyridyl rings, with the N-atoms pointing to opposite directions (in contrast to the Z-shape of L3i). Thus, compound 5 forms pairwise interdigitated simple helices (Fig. 7) , which are more compact and less elongated than in 2 and 3 (helical pitch ca. 8 Å in 5 compared to ca. 18.4 and 17.8 Å, in 2 and 3, respectively). Indeed, the torsion angles around the O-C-C-O moieties of 5 are O3-C8-C7-O2 76.3(7)°, O4-C10-C9-O3 81.5(6)°a nd O5-C12-C11-O4 78.6(6)°, and thus larger as compared with 2 and 3. As the N-atoms of the pyridyl units in 5 point in opposite directions, a helical arrangement rather than a ringcompound is observed. Similar as in 1, two helices of 5 are arranged pair-wise, not wrapping around each other, but in contrast to 1, they are stacked parallel to each other with short Ag-Ag contacts of the order of 3.12 Å. This attractive interaction between the metal ions is also supported by the N1-Ag-N2 of 162°already mentioned above. These two silver ions are weakly and asymmetrically bridged by two symmetry related nitrate anions, above and below the metal connecting line with Ag-O8 of ca. 2.64 Å, while Ag-O7 is >3 Å. With the metalmetal interaction, the silver ion can be considered as coordinated in a T-shape by two N-and one O-atoms.
The two aromatic ring systems containing N1, respectively N2 of the same ligand are almost parallel and ca. 6.6 Å away (C4-C17). This distance is ideal for intercalating another pyridine ring. Two parallel pyridyl units of two parallel chains are ca. 3.55 Å (distance N1-N2) away from each other, indicating π-π interactions (see also ESI †).
Reacting the same ligand L3n with two equivalents of AgNO 3 leads to a so far unique compound [Ag 2 (L3n)(NO 3 ) 2 ], 6 (monoclinic, C2/c (No. 15)). Two silver ions are now coordinated by one ligand. The first silver ion Ag1 is coordinated linearly only by the N1 and N1′ of two different ligands, yielding the primary motif in the form of a winding chain (N1-Ag1 2.160(2) Å). The second silver ion Ag2 is found ligated by the four O-atoms of the polyether moiety of the ligand (O3(O3′)-Ag2 of 2.522(2) Å; O2(O2′)-Ag2 of 2.910(2) Å) (Fig. 8 ).
Similar to a crown ether motif, the four O-atoms of the polyether ligand, O2, O3, O2′ and O3′, lie approximately within a plane, giving rise to O-C-C-O torsion angles of ca. 74°. Thus, the ligand L3n is so tightly wrapped around Ag2 that the N-atoms of the same ligand are only ca. 3.5 Å away from each other, allowing no intercalation of a second ligand in the helical groove as in 5. The coordination sphere of Ag2 is completed by two nitrate anions formed around N2 and its symmetry equivalent, binding via O4 and O5, at Ag2-O4 2.388(2) Å and Ag2-O5 with 2.689(2) Å, resulting in a distorted square bipyramid around the metal ion (considering the nitrate Oatoms as apical ligands). Although Ag2 seems to have an "open side" from which no ligands coordinate, the space filling model shows that the metal ion is not accessible (ESI † 2, space filled projection).
As the chains formed by the ligand molecules and Ag1 arrange such that the ligand winds alternatingly to the left and to the right, the Ag(NO 3 ) 2 -units around Ag2 of every second ligand come to stack offset on top of each other with short distances between the nitrate anions of O6-O6′ < 3 Å. Repulsion between these anions is however diminished by O6-H interactions (C4-H3⋯O6 ca. 2.58 Å and C5-H4⋯O6 ca. 2.95 Å) with adjacent pyridyl entities.
Our interest in preparing mixed metal compounds with multitopic ligands 32a let us to investigate the even longer ligands L4i and L4n.
Ligands L4i and L4n
The ligands L4i and L4n were crystallized and their structures are given in Fig. 9 . L4i crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1 (No. 2), while L4n is orthorhombic with space group F2dd (No.43).
33a
L4i adopts a U-shape while L4n, like L3i, has a Z-shape. This is due to the differences in torsion angles around the ethyl groups. For L4i, the two middle O-C-C-O angles are nearly perfectly oriented anti with ca. 176°, while the two outer O-C-C-O angles are almost perfectly gauche with ca. 65°. Although L4i adopts a U-shape, the N-atoms are oriented such that they point to different directions (Fig. 9) , with a distance between the two N-atoms of 12.6 Å. For L4n, the structure is more elongated with a total length of ca. 15.6 Å measured between both N-atoms. The torsion angles in L4n are much nearer the all-gauche conformation, with ca. 65°and 75°. We have observed such a general trend of alternating Z-and U-shapes as a function of even and uneven numbers of ethylene oxide groups on one hand, and the position of the N-atom on the other. Thus, L1i, L2n, [25] [26] [27] L3i and L4n adopt a Z-shape, while L1n, L2i, [25] [26] [27] and L4i (and presumably also L3n) adopt the U-shape. As the energy of rotation around a C-C-bond is weak, we do not expect large differences in the energies of the different conformers. However, packing effects such as Hbonds and segregation along hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of the chains seem to play roles. For example, the nicotinic acid moiety is asymmetric and thus likely more polar than the isonicotinic unit. Indeed, the isonicotinic acid moiety of L4i interacts with another isonicotinic acid unit of another ligand via short contacts between the N-atom and a C-H group of a pyridine ring (N1⋯H2 2.77 Å) and forms edge-to-face interactions between two aromatic rings (H1⋯C5 2.78 Å). For L4n, the N-atom of the pyridyl group interacts more strongly with a CH 2 -group of the polyether chain of a neighbouring ligand (N1⋯H10B 2.65 Å). In our previous results, we found out that L1 and L2 seemed to maintain their preferred solid state "shape" upon coordination to silver. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] If this is also the case for the L4 ligand family will be described in the following. Upon reaction of L4i with AgO 3 SCF 3 , the compound [Ag-(L4i)O 3 SCF 3 ] 2 , 7, is obtained (triclinic, P1 (No. 2)). The asymmetric unit of 7 is composed of one ligand L4i, one silver ion and one anion. Two silver ions and two ligands form an almost rectangular metallacycle as the basic building block of compound 7 (Fig. 10) . The metal ion is coordinated by N1 and N2 of two different ligands at 2.179(9), respectively 2.169(9) Å, forming an angle of 150.1(3)°. This deviation from linearity already indicates interactions with O3, O4 and O5 of a ligand belonging to a neighbouring metallacycle, coordinating to Ag1 with 2.774(7), 2.561(8) and 2.736(7) Å, respectively. This gives the silver ion a T-shaped coordination with additional two donors in the equatorial plane similar to a fan. On the opposite side with respect to these O-donor atoms, the triflate anion is found, but not directly coordinating with a distance O10-Ag1 >4 Å. O8 of the anion forms H-bonds to a neighbour stack of rings (O8⋯H3-C5 ca. 2.71 Å and O8⋯H24-C20 ca.
Å)
. Thus, these metallacycles are stacked stair-wise on top of each other (Fig. 10) , similar as in compound 4, but with rings of larger dimension (ca. 7.3 Å across from metal to metal ion, and 20.1 Å long from C11 to its symmetry equivalent). As in 4, an H-bonding system exists between every first and third ring, based on a short contact between O7 and H19 (O7⋯H19-C14 ca. 2.54 Å), and pointing through the cavity of the second ring. Torsion angles around the O-C-C-O are 66°on average. Thus, the general shape of the ligand (U-shape) is maintained to form the ring systems, but the middle part of the ligand is now nearly in gauche conformation, probably due to the coordination of the involved O-atoms to a silver ion of a neighbouring ring.
Exchanging the position of the N-atom and using L4n with AgNO 3 lead to the compound [Ag(L4n)NO 3 (CH 3 OH)] 2 , 8 (monoclinic, P2 1 /c (No 14)). Again, metallacycles based on two silver ions and two ligands are obtained (Fig. 11) . Within a ring, the silver ions are coordinated by N1 and N2 of two different ligands with 2.175(7) and 2.164(2) Å, respectively, forming a nearly linear angle N1-Ag1-N2 of almost 176°, thus contrasting 7. Two symmetry equivalent nitrate anions bridge the two silver ions of the same metallacycle via O8 (O8-Ag ca. 2.76 Å on average) while O9 binds only to one silver ion at ca. 2.83 Å as well, leading thus to a T-shaped coordination sphere for the silver ion with two additional O-atoms in a fan-like arrangement as in 7. O9 forms also weak interactions with H4, H10 and H22 of the surrounding pyridyl units, and to H21A of the methyl group of the methanol molecule. The oxygen atom O10 of the nitrate forms also an H-bond with O11 of the methanol.
Including the methanol O-atoms in the coordination sphere of the metal ions would lead to a pentagonal bipyramidal environment, however, the Ag-O11 distance is greater than 3 Å. We have reported smaller metallacycles with L2i, which are, depending on the anion, either bridged within the same ring (intra-ring), between two neighbouring rings (inter-ring) or via both ways. 25, 26 In compound 8, the nitrate bridges internally, while the methanol molecule acts as a weak connector between the rings. In contrast to 7, the polyether moieties of the ligand L4n do not coordinate to metal ions of neighbouring metallacycles. Thus, the torsion angles around the O-C-C-O groups of L4n range from 64 to 74°and are thus similar as in the free ligand. The rings of 8 are so twisted that the mean plane through the O-atoms of the polyether part forms an angle of ca. 70°to the mean plane containing the two silver ions and four N-atoms. Due to this distortion, stacking cannot occur as in 7. Instead, the ligand is so twisted that the two aromatic rings of a ligand are parallel but offset, so that C2 and C19 come to lie on top of each other with the shortest contact between the rings of about 3.6 Å (Ag⋯Ag of ca. 4.8 and C11⋯C11′ of ca. 17.3 Å).
Furthermore, two pyridyl moieties, one with N1, the other with N2, of two adjacent neighbouring rings, have offset close contacts, with N1-C20 being the shortest with ca. 3.3 Å. The metallacycles are thus arranged parallel to each other.
The polyether chain of L4n is in principle large enough to accommodate a second metal ion, as shown for compound 6 where already the smaller ligand L3n is able to coordinate to two metal ions. Indeed, we tested this possibility by reaction of the same ligand with two equivalents of silver nitrate, yielding compound [Ag 2 (L4n)(NO 3 ) 2 ] 2 , 9 (monoclinic, P2 1 /c) with one ligand, two silver and two nitrate ions per asymmetric unit.
Two ligands L4n form with two silver ions, Ag1 and its symmetry equivalent, again a metallacycle (Ag1-N with 2.139(9) for N1 and 2.164(9) Å for N2, N1-Ag1-N2 168.6(4)°), which is now much flatter than the one in 8. The ligand L4n of compound 9 features torsion angles of ca. −14°(from O2 to O3), −67°( from O3 to O4), a third of ca. 67°(O4 to O5) and the last at ca. −80°(O5 to O6). This is clearly due to the coordination of O4 and O5 to the second silver ion Ag2 with 2.430(8) and 2.495(9) Å, respectively. O6 is only very weakly connected to Ag2 with >3.3 Å. Similar as in 6, Ag2 is coordinated by two nitrate anions around N3 and N4 with Ag2-O distances between 2.292(9) Å (O10) and 2.805(9) Å (O9). O11 and O13 of the nitrate around N3 also connect to Ag2 with 2.698(9) respectively 2.564(9) Å. O11 connects to Ag1 of the same ring with a distance of 2.637(9) Å. O12 of the nitrate anion around N3 connects with 2.842(7) Å to a silver ion of a neighbouring metallacycle. Vice versa, the symmetry equivalent O12 of this neighbouring ring binds also to Ag1 of the first ring. Ag1 has thus a T-shaped coordination sphere where only the shortest contacts are taken into account, while Ag2 is best described as having a distorted square pyramidal environment. The aromatic rings of adjacent metallacycles are in parallel planes, but offset, with the shortest contact between C1 of one pyridyl unit and N2 of the other (ca. 3.3 Å). Hereby, an inter-ring connectivity via O12 and its symmetry equivalent, as well as via aromatic stacking is maintained, overall leading to a 1D stack of rings (Fig. 12 bottom) . These stacks of rings are oriented with alternating inclination, leading thus to a fishbone motif (Fig. 12 ) (see also ESI † 3). The dimension of the ring in 9 is 19.6 Å in length, measured from O6 to O6′, but only 3.3 Å in width, measured between O1 and O2′. 
Comparison

Role of coordination number
These nine new coordination compounds show different structural motifs related with the (nearly) linear coordination of silver ions by the N-donor atoms. For a ligand to silver ratio of 1 : 1, chains can occur in different variations, e.g. as simple offset chains with L3i, as pairs of helical chains with L3n or as double helices with L3i. Among all reactions tested with L3i or L3n, only one case of a metallacyclic compound was observed with a non-coordinating anion and L3i. For the same ratio, both ligands L4i and L4n seem to form preferentially metallacycles, no double-helices, helices or chains were observed so far. We have observed such a similar behaviour with the shorter homologues, where L1i or L1n most often yields 1D coordination polymers, 22, 27, 28 while with L2i and L2n, 0-D ring-structures are more frequently observed. 26 For the ligand to metal ratio 1 : 2, L3n gives a chain-like compound, while L4n and L4i prefer to yield rings. Surprisingly, the coordination of silver by O-atoms is not limited to the linear arrangement. Thus, in compound 6 (with a ligand to metal ratio 1 to 2) we observe for the first time in our series of silver coordination compounds with Lxi and Lxn that silver can be coordinated by solely O-atoms of the polyether chain and of the counterion.
Role of the ligand length
A first conclusion from previous results [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] might be drawn that Lxi and Lxn with x being even numbers of ethylene oxide groups lead more frequently to metallacyclic compounds whereas uneven numbers rather lead to chain-like compounds. However, the longer the ligands get, the more conformational possibilities we observe, as can be seen in the different torsion angles about the O-C-C-O-moieties. For ligand L1i, many 1D structures are known, some of them are true polymorphs, 26, 29 others are isomers [25] [26] [27] or solvates ( pseudo-polymorphs). 26 For L2i however, we have reported that both 1D and 0D-structures can occur with a ring and a helix occurring as polymorphs from the same reaction. 30 Hosseini et al. have also reported a double-helix with the longer ligand L6i, showing that the trend to form alternating chains and rings with uneven and pair numbers of ethylene oxide units is not strict.
31a They also described a double helix formation when L4n or L6n was reacted with silver salts containing rather non-coordinating anions such as AgBF 4 or AgPF 6 . 31b
Role of solvent
Upon complexation of L3i to silver, the solvent seems to play an important role. Reactions in THF seem to yield preferentially chains (linear of helical chains), while a ring compound is obtained from acetonitrile. From a thermodynamic point of view, ring compounds should be preferred over chain compounds due to entropy. However, chains are frequently observed, also because of their insolubility, once they are formed. THF is not a good solvent for such 1D compounds as it does not coordinate well to silver ions. The kinetic product can thus be obtained. Acetonitrile however is an N-donor ligand and thus competitive versus L3i (and the other ligands as well), hence the thermodynamic products, the ring compounds, are favoured. This seems to be confirmed when MeOH is used during the reaction, which leads again to 1D compounds, independently from the ligand to metal ratio. MeOH is however a better donor than THF, as also metallacycles can be obtained with L4i and L4n from MeOH as solvent. For the metallacycle formed with L4i the dimensions of the ring allow intercalated, offset stacking of the rings. For L4n the metallacycle is much more compressed, not allowing offset stacking. Both L4n compounds have rings packed in a fishbone motif.
Role of the anion
For compounds 2, 3 and 4, there seems to be a trend that strongly coordination anions lead to double helices, as the ligand L3i alone is not able to complete the coordination sphere of the silver ion. While nitrate seems always to interact strongly with the silver ion, other anions, like triflate or PF 6 − , seem to be less interacting, as it was also already observed in previous compounds with shorter ligands. 17, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In compound 9, the nitrate anions connect the silver ions of two different metallacycles into an inorganic silver nitrate moiety. Such an asymmetric coordination of nitrate to silver ions was hitherto unknown to the best of our knowledge. Also, only the Lxn ligands gave us 1 : 2 adducts with silver salts, while the Lxi ligands gave so far only 1 : 1 compounds, even if the silver salt was added in excess.
Antimicrobial properties versus biocompatibility
Our silver compounds with L1i and L1n have shown excellent antimicrobial properties. 18, 20 These properties are based on the solubility and thus silver ion release into the environment. The more silver ions are released, the stronger the effect. On the other hand, if silver compounds want to find applications in the medical sector, they also have to be biocompatible, which is only guaranteed if the silver ion concentration remains below a cytotoxic threshold. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Thus, the solubility of silver compounds is one of the main issues in this respect. While L1i and L1n are not significantly soluble in water, the solubility of the ligands increases with the chain length of the spacer. The solubility of the ligand strongly influences the solubility of the silver ion when linked to these ligands compared to pure AgNO 3 (solubility of 1.22 kg l −1 at 0°C). For instance, silver coordination compounds based on L1i and AgNO 3 release only ca. 5-10 ppm of silver ions into water. 18, 20 We have shown that silver coordination compounds based on L2x are more soluble than the ones with L1x and have a stronger antimicrobial effect. 20, 23 On the other hand, coatings based on L2x and silver nitrate show, at the same concentration coating as L1x-compounds, a higher cytotoxicity towards 3T3 fibroblast cells. L3x and L4x have even longer polyether chains and are better soluble than the shorter ligands. Furthermore, the molecular, ringbased compounds should again be in general more soluble than the coordination polymers. Thus, we expect good antimicrobial properties, yet poor biocompatibilities for our compounds 1-9. The four ligands tested alone did not show any antimicrobial effect or cytotoxicity (data not shown). We determined the MIC (minimal inhibitory concentration) and MBC (minimal bactericidal concentration) for a chosen number of our compounds with a 1-5 × 10 5 CFU mL
inoculum of S. epidermidis 1457. The results are given in Table 2 . The MIC and MBC for all compounds are similar with a trend of a stronger effect for compounds 1 and 9. The inhibition zones obtained from agar diffusion tests for compounds 5, 6, 7 and 9 with concentrations between 0.1 and 5 mg mL 25 mm for 10 4 CFU mL −1 inoculum. All compounds, except 1, start to be active against S. epidermidis 1457 at ca. 50 μg mL −1 .
Compound 1 at a concentration of 10 μg mL −1 shows already an inhibition zone of 10 mm for 10 4 CFU mL −1 S. epidermidis 1457 and 8 mm for 10 6 CFU mL −1 , while it is not active against 10 7 CFU mL −1 . This confirms the trend of MIC and MBC measurements that compound 1 has the best antimicrobial activity among the tested samples. This effect holds still true when converting the mass into molar amounts of silver ions exposed. Compound 1 is based on the least soluble (in polar solvent water) ligand L3i. A slow and continuous release of silver is expected and should kill bacteria efficiently over longer times. Compound 9 on the other hand releases for the same mass twice as many silver ions and appears thus strong in terms of mass, but it is not so efficient in terms of silver ion release.
The in vitro biocompatibility of a number of compounds was assessed by a MTT assay, measuring the optical density of cell growth cultures using mouse fibroblast as model cells. The highest concentration at which the optical density increases as desired within a period of four days is 10 μg mL 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we present three new ligands derived from oligomers of polyethylene glycol, substituted at both ends with nicotinic or isonicotinic acid moieties. Almost no metal complexes are known for these ligands, 32 and only one silver compound with L4n was known before our study, 31b such that we therefore contribute nine new coordination compounds with silver. Upon coordination to silver salts in organic solvents, we have observed the structure types as recollected in Table 3 . The structures can be categorized on the one hand into 1D coordination polymer motifs, featuring closely packed linear chains, helical chains as well as double helices. On the other hand, metallacycles were observed, representing the class of 0D compounds. No interpenetrated or catenated compounds were observed, but we cannot exclude that they can exist. While general trends can be identified, the role of the reaction solvent and the co-crystallizing solvent as well as the role of the anion remains difficult to predict, but may play a crucial role in the structure assembly.
The ligands seem to adopt preferential conformations in the solid states, which are roughly maintained upon coordination to silver. The longer the ligands, the more possibilities of different conformations can in principle be expected, especially when changes in anions and solvents occur as well. For the first time in our series of silver coordination compounds, we observed (i) a 1 : 2 ratio of ligand to silver salt in the final coordination compound, and (ii) 
that silver could be coordinated only by O-atoms of the polyether chains and of the anions, but without connection to N-donors. While all the silver coordination compounds described here, especially 1 and 9, exhibit strong antimicrobial properties, the therapeutic window is too small, respectively nonexisting for uses in which biocompatibility of the compounds is required.
We expect such multitopic ligands with medium and long polyether chains, featuring O-as well as N-donor atoms as potentially interesting for the preparation of mixed metal compounds as precursors for oxide materials and are currently working in this area.
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Experimental
All starting products are commercially available and were purchased from Acros Organics and Sigma Aldrich.
Chromatography purification and analysis
Analytical thin sheet chromatography (TLC) was performed with Merck silica gel 60 F-254 plates. Column chromatography was performed using Merck silica gel 60.
Infrared spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were acquired on a Shimazu FTIR-8400S spectrometer equipped with a Golden Gate ATR (attenuated total reflection) system.
Spectra were recorded over a range of 4000-400 cm −1 with a resolution of 0.01 cm −1 (16, number of scans). Abbreviations used are: s, strong; m, medium and w, weak.
H-NMR, 13 C-NMR measurements
High resolution 1 H-and 13 C-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM 300 MHz.
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
ICP measurements were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Optical Emission Spectrometer, Optima 7000 DV.
A synthesis of the ligands
Ligands were synthesized based on a two-step reaction: First the nicotinic (or isonicotinic acid) is chlorinated to avoid for a second time the nucleophilic substitution of this chloride by the alcohol of the polyethylene glycols (Scheme 2).
Ligand L3i
2 g of isonicotinic acid (0.016 mol) are dissolved in 100 mL of dimethylchloride. In an ice bath and under mixing 1.4 mL of oxalyl chloride (0.016 mol) is added dropwise. The reaction occurs overnight at room temperature. The system is connected to a trap of NaOH to absorb formed HCl. The precipitate (isonicotinic acid chloride) is filtered and dried. Then 2 g of isonicotinic chloride (0.014 mol) are dissolved in 40 mL of toluene with 2.12 g (0.024 mol) of Et 3 N and 0.93 mL (1.05 g, 0.007 mol) of triethylene glycol. The reaction occurs overnight under reflux. The organic phase is extracted four times with DMC, and washed twice with water and once with saturated NaHCO 3 -solution. The resulting product is purified on a silica column eluting with a 6 : 2 hexane-ethyl acetate mixture.
Yield 42, 164.38, 149.86, 136.83, 122.46, 77.52, 76.80, 72.19, 70.00, 69.87, 69.65, 69.45, 68.31, 64.30, 60.74 .
Ligand L3n
The same procedure as for L3i is used but instead of isonicotinic acid, nicotinic acid is used. 165.16, 150.54, 137.51, 123.22, 72.62, 70.82, 70.49, 69.08, 64.84, 61.85 .
Ligand L4i
The same reaction as for L3i is used but instead of triethylene glycol, 164.42, 164.38, 149.86, 136.83, 122.46, 77.52, 76.80, 72.19, 70.00, 69.87, 69.65, 69.45, 68.31, 64.30, 60.74 .
Ligand L4n
The same procedure is used as for L4i but instead of isonicotinic acid, nicotinic acid is used. Yield: 40%. 164.94, 153.23, 150.68, 136.97, 125.80, 123.16, 77.52, 76.81, 70.51, 68.90, 64.26 .
B Formation of the silver coordination compounds
Typical synthesis (for complexes 1 and 5 to 9). One (or two) equivalent of silver salt (depending on the desired ratio M : L) and one equivalent of ligand are mixed in methanol at a typical concentration of around 100-150 mg of the compound in 15 mL of the solvent. The reaction occurs during ca. 24 hours at room temperature. In the case of solubility problems, the reaction solution in the Schlenk tube is heated under reflux.
After filtration, the method of slow diffusion is used to obtain a single crystalline product. In the bottom of the flask the mother solution is deposited, representing ca. 30% of the total volume of the solution. On top of this, a second phase is carefully layered with a syringe in order not to mix the two phases. Slow diffusion occurs at room temperature. After one to six months, crystals are obtained.
The syntheses of compounds 2 and 4 are following the same principle of slow diffusion by layering but in place of MeOH and hexane, THF and CH 3 CN are used. Compound 3 is obtained from an H-tube using CH 3 CN and THF. 
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
Prismatic single crystals of compounds 1-9 were carefully selected under a polarizing microscope. Compounds 1, 5-9 are glued in a loop and measured at 200 K. Compounds 2-4 are fixed on a capillary and measured at 293 K. Diffraction data were collected on a Stoe IPDS XArea diffractometer, using in all cases graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation.
Absorption effect was also corrected by using Platon 35 for compounds 1, 5-9. The structures 1-9 were solved by direct methods (SHELXS 97 34 ) and then refined by the full-matrix least squares procedure based on F 2 , using the SHELXL 97 computer program belonging to the WINGX software package. 36 Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to the non-H atoms. The hydrogen atoms were generated geometrically.
Representation of graphics
Crystal graphics were carried out using POV-RAY and DIAMOND v3.0 softwares, WINGX softwares package.
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Antimicrobial tests BACTERIAL STRAINS AND GROWTH CONDITIONS. Staphylococcus (S.) epidermidis 1457 bacteria were freshly grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) for 7 h at 37°C without shaking and then diluted 1 : 100 for an overnight (ON) culture, which was used for the experiments. Bacterial numbers were estimated by determining the optical density at 600 nm and assessed by plating serial dilutions on Müller Hinton Agar (MHA).
IN VITRO ANTIMICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY. A standard inoculum of 1 × 10 5 to 5 × 10 5 CFU mL −1 of S. epidermidis 1457 was used.
Minimal inhibitory and bactericidal concentrations (MIC and MBC, respectively) of silver compounds for logarithmically growing bacteria were determined using a macrodilutions method according to the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guidelines (Murray, P. R., E. J. Baron, J. H. Jorgensen, M. A. Pfaller, and R. H. Yolken (ed.). 2003. Manual of clinical microbiology, 7th ed. American Society for Microbiology, Washington, DC). The MIC was the lowest concentration of silver compounds that inhibited visible bacterial growth. The MBC was defined as the lowest concentration of silver compounds which killed ≥99.9% of the initial bacterial counts (i.e., ≥3 log 10 (CFU mL −1 )) in 24 h.
AGAR INHIBITION ASSAYS. Agar inhibition assays were performed in dishes with a size of 24 × 24 cm containing 160 mL agar. S. epidermidis 1457 was diluted to 10 4 , 10 6 and 10 7 CFU mL −1 in the agar. Solutions of silver compounds were pipetted into the holes each of 1 cm diameter in the agar. The agar plates were incubated for 18 h at 37°C, and the inhibition zones around the solutions of the silver compounds were measured.
Biocompatibility tests
FIBROBLAST CELL CULTURE. L-929 fibroblast murine cell lines (ATCC number: CCL-1) were used as a cell model to investigate the effects of material variations on soft tissue response. The fibroblast cultures were maintained in RPMI supplemented with 0.25 mM HEPES, 10% fetal bovine serum, 1X NEEA, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C in humidified air and 5% CO 2 . Cultures were subdivided by trypsination using Trypsin-EDTA solution. The culture medium was changed every 3 days.
MTT ASSAY OF FIBROBLAST CELLS. A quantitative colorimetric MTT test was performed after 2, 3 and 4 days of culture to characterize cellular metabolism (vitality) and, by implication, proliferation. Cells were seeded at the right concentration onto the 96-well plates, grew for 24 h before adding the silver-compounds. As a control substrate for cell attachment and growth, fibroblasts were plated directly onto tissue culture polystyrene plastic. At day 2, 3 and 4, 10 μL of MTT solution [5 mg mL −1 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide in PBS] was added to each well, and the cells were incubated at 37°C for 4 h. The reaction was stopped at 4°C for hours. The medium was then removed and 100 μL of dimethylsulfoxide was added to each well, followed by 30 min incubation at room temperature on a shaker. The optical density (OD) was measured at 540 nm with an ELISA Reader. The mean absorbance values were corrected for a blank (medium only) and results were reported as optical density.
